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Data Certification 

The responses for the Department of the Army Residential Cornmities Initiative Office 
are certified as accurate and complete to the best of the certifier's knowledge and belief. 
Attached are the responses from our activity. 
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The following narrative outlines the critical assumptions and conditions that impact this 
analysis. It is extremely important to note that variances associated with my of these 
assumptions have considerable impact on the estimated results. Listed in decreasing 
order of potential impacts are the major assumptions that support the attached analysis 
along with a brief description of each of these assumptions: 

1. The percentage of additional families expected to be housed on the installation. 
- The Office of the Assistant Chief of Staff for Installations (ACSXM) is responsible 

for computing requirements for family housing. The ACSIM administers this process 
through completion of a Housing Market Analysis (HMA) for each installation to 
determine family housing requirements. The assumption used for this analysis is 
consistent with recent ACSIM Unit of Action (UA) analysis that applied the current 
percentage of families housed on the installation to all families eligible for housing on the 
installation as a proxy for the new requirement for family housing. 

- Justification for this assumption is that new families arriving at an installation 
should be able to compete for on-post housing at the same rate as the original population 
and that the local rnarket will respond at the same level as in the past, These 
requirements may not receive additional refinement until ACSlM completes an update to 
the Housing Market Analysis for tach installation. The one exception in this analysis is 
for Y w a  Proving Grounds that has a housed family population o f  97%. This assumption 
was adjusted to 50% to match The Army Basing Study (TABS) Group assumption used 
in the TABS original analysis. 

2. The percentages of soldiers estimated to be married by grade. 
- This analysis used TABS Group esrimates for married enlisted soldiers of 55% and 

married officers of 72% of the additional population forecasted for each installation. The 
estimated requirements for government contributions to these projects can vary 
significantly with changes to these assumptions. 
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3.  Interest rates and terms associated with project underwriting. 
     -   Interest rates vary in the analysis principally depending on size of the project and 
loan terms.  Interest rate buffers of approximately 75 basis points were used during this 
analysis to account for the likely event that interest rates will rise during the mid-term 
funding horizon for these potential projects. 
 
4.  Demographics of the newly housed population. 
     -  This analysis uses the TABS assumptions concerning the additional number of 
enlisted and the number of officers to be potentially assigned to each installation.  In each 
case, the demographic assumption is that each of the enlisted soldiers is an E-5 and each 
officer is an O-3.  Actual RCI projects experience a range of demographics reflecting the 
varying missions of the installations.  Thus, the weighted average Basic Allowance for 
Housing may be higher or lower for a particular installation than the broader assumption 
used for this analysis. 
 
5.  Pricing for labor and materials. 
     -  Construction inflation may be less than or more than the 3% assumption as included 
in the analysis.  Construction pricing in the past twelve months has exceeded the assumed 
rate, and although larger than expected increases are attenuated in the long-run pro 
formas for these projects, these unexpected cost increases can negatively impact these 
estimates in the near-term. Clearly, pricing can fluctuate beyond this narrow estimated 
band in the short-term and thus either increase or decrease the size of the expected 
government contribution to these projects. 
 
6.  Phasing of development in coordination with original RCI projects. 
     -  Many of the installations included in this analysis have an RCI project in operation, 
in the approval process, or in planning.  This analysis assumes that additional homes can 
be built in concert with the original RCI projects.  In some cases, labor rate premiums 
were added to project pro formas to account for the substantial increase in the number of 
homes to be built during the initial development periods. 
 
The following list provides an overview of the installations included in this analysis by 
the various phases of RCI project completion: 
 
RCI Projects Closed and Transferred:   
Fort Belvoir 
Fort Carson 
Fort Detrick 
Fort Eustis 
Fort Hamilton 
Fort Lewis  
Fort Stewart   
Tripler AMC 
 
RCI Projects in Development Planning Phase: 
Fort Benning 
Fort Bliss 



Fort Leavenworth 
Fort Sam Houston 
 
RCI Projects in Due Diligence or Conceptual Planning Phase: 
Aberdeen Proving Ground 
Fort Gordon 
Fort Jackson 
Fort Lee 
Fort Riley 
Fort Rucker 
West Point 
Yuma Proving Ground 
 
Installations without a Currently Planned RCI Project: 
Blue Grass Army Depot 
Fort Chaffee AFRC 
Fort McCoy 
Fort Sill 
Pine Bluff AFRC 
 
USAF Project with McGuire Air Force Base 
Fort Dix 
 
 
7.  Future Army Family Housing budgets for operations and construction. 
     -  This analysis includes the Future Years Defense Plan forecasted amounts for Army 
Family Housing construction and operations funding.  Error will be introduced into the 
analysis if changes are made to construction and operating budgets in future years.    
 
8.  Future Basic Allowance for Housing increases. 
     -  If Basic Allowance for Housing increases are higher or lower than pro forma 
estimates, the projected funding requirements will be either overstated or understated.   
 
9.  Developer partner agreement to increase the scope of the original projects. 
     -  As developer partners, developers have the right to accept or reject participation in 
additional projects that were not contemplated at the time of the original RCI project 
financial and operational closing.  Although not anticipated, developer partners could 
potentially exclude themselves from building additional homes on an individual 
installation.  
 
10.  Land availability for new family homes development. 
      -  This analysis assumes that land will be available at each of these installations for 
new construction without excessive site preparation, environmental remediation and 
infrastructure costs.  Constraints in any of these areas would affect the timeline for 
development and increase the amount of the government contribution required for these 
projects to maintain financial feasibility.  Due diligence would be required at each of 
these locations to determine the impact of these potential limitations. 




